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somewhat ok game but when you hit the end there is the greatest\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665puzzle (chemical
puzzle) of them all.
I just quit there after about 50 retries because i can\u00b4t stand the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665controls with the
complete waste of time until you can retry.
You really want to sell this to kids? You must be the greatest moron dev that walks the earth. If this game pisses me off that
hard how much chance does a kid have?
Don\u00b4t buy this pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This is one of the reasons why Greenlight is getting
replaced.
Overall the Idea was good but it was horribly executed and instead of making the game better the developers basically
abandoned it. I would not recommend buying this game nor other games from the same developers.. I think this game is quite
good. The core of the game is the choices you need to do on each level. This game talk about several serious topic and in more
than one occasion this game make me think about this topics, and some choices it's really hard to take. Of course this game can
be improved in some aspects, but I think this game should be played by almost anyone. I really recommend it.. It desperatly
needs an update for more modern machines. Its like playing in windowed mode with it a 4" window, only its set to full screen
and outside the 4" is just black. Wouldnt recomend paying money for it unless youre a sucker like the guy typing this. 1. There
are strange triangles flying around \/ i do not know what this should express but they look weird and definitely need to be
removed - game will be looking much better without them\/
2. Textures of space shuttle definitely need to be with higher resolution and better quality as most time you are working around
SS as earth and moon look good.
I will be desperately waiting for these improvements as this will shift the game one level up and show basic of space physics to
other fellow players.. Not too bad if you want to waste an hour, which I did.. 3\/10
Poor graphics marred this for me. Why make a documentary in VR and make it hideously ugly by setting a ultra-low resolution?
It sort of spoils the experience. DEVS: need a resolution slider.. 1 EUR (50% sale) just for epic beards? Totally worth it, unless
you want your Viking Emperor of the World to look like a beardless infidel :)
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Highly recommend the Pay2win doggo mounts to everyone serious about this game, haven't lost a game since I bought this
bundle.. Got robbed as a alcoholic cat studying to be a lawyer working at a fast food joint trying to make a decent living, only
thing that would make it better is more city selection options and more devices for people to steal from my home.. Cooler is a
great one, he is in his 5th form like he is in the movie, but I wish thay did a dramtic finsh for Goku and Cooler where cooler
gets destroyed by the sun.. Fun little game to pass the time though expensive for what it is.. I actually really loved this story.
Great characters, fun and entertaining to read through.. TLDR: I don;t regret buying this game at 90% off (\u00a31.29 i think).
Assuming you play this knowing what you are getting into, you don;t really have anything to complain about. But at full price, i
don;t think i could reccommend it.
But as i know what i was buying, i'll give it a thumbs up based on how much i paid. Lets just hope the dev learned from the
major miscalculation, and the next one does have a save function!

I picked this up at 90% off, just a quick Caveat. And my review is based on it being that price.
So i was browsing through the specials, and for some reason this caught my eye, It rang a bell for some reason, but was pretty
poorly rated, But i clicked it any way, as i have a weird taste in games.
After reading up on it, and checking some of the reviews, i realised i had this game on my wish list for ages, right from the first
time i saw it on steam, before it was even released i think. Anyway, i quickly realised that this was the game i was looking
forward to, but removed due to the commonly known factor of the missing save ability.
I guess the Devs excuse of not having a save is kinda viable. You run the campaign, and must complete it. There are no saves, so
if you mess it up, you gotta start deleting stuff, or restart from the begining. The issue is that each segment of the campaign is
actually pretty long.. I spent 2 hours playing through the tutorial and the 1st level, and 2 hours getting through the 2nd level. But
thats where the Dev got it wrong, the levels dont take the 20-40 minutes to complete, unless you have done it a few times before
and worked out the perfect setup, its gonna take you hours.
Thats where the issue lies, The levels segments\/stages should have been made shorter if there isn't going to be saves. I have only
played the campaign so far, but i can see where people are comign from about the saves (or lack there of).
However, if you purchase this at a heavily discounted price, and accept that you are walking into something that may take some
time to play through, and needs time set aside to actually play it. Its actually worth a play through. Its a pretty decent game, if
you can get past the inability to save.
Its not worth the full price, and i'm no developer, but there must be an ad-hoc way to implement some form of save, even if its a
full game state or something. Open it up to the community or something and see if anyone else can work out how to fix it.
. The art is amazing!. The puzzle room VR is a very simple yet puzzling game. It puts you in a room where you are trapped yet
you have freedom to interact with almost everyth single aspect of that room. The game at its current state is not to hard, but if
you are one to mess around in vr you can easily waste time in this game and still have fun. Currently it only has 2 rooms to
escape from. The first room being short and easy yet still fun. While the second room feels the developers put more time into it
to make it a little longer. Both rooms are still fun and possible to complete. If you are looking for an escape the room for a
decent price and future updates the price on this game is pretty resonable. Id reccomend this game to anyone looking to escape a
room or two, and definitely reccomend throwing some friends into the game aswell.. At the time of this review, I have two
hours in. So far, it's looking very similar to Terraria, which is a compliment and not a complaint at all. In fact, I was looking for
a game that kept the aspects of Terraria I like and expanded on them. It looks like Spoxel will be that game.
I'm really excited about the crafting and spell systems, which should bring many long hours of enjoyment, along with
exploration and treasure hunting, which is something I really enjoy doing.
The developer is active with the user base both on the Steam forums and Discord, which is nice.
I know I'm looking forward to what is to come. I'll update my review when I have more time in the game.
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EDIT: 4+ hours in.
I've found one of the dungeons, got a bunch of goodies, made myself a couple nice swords, found a couple of handy spells and
I've just touched the surface of the game. I did notice a screen blanking bug in the snow\/ice biome, where the screen would go
light blue while I was moving around. I have confidence with time the bugs will be squashed.. This one was a little more
annoying than some of the other Nancy Drew games, a little slower paced, but ultimately I enjoyed it. Worth it if you get it on
sale for cheap.
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